
KEW TERRACE ASSOCIATION 
TREASURER’S REPORT  
YEAR 1OCTOBER 2019 to 30 SEPTEMBER 2020 
 
I attach:  
 
1. Kew on Great Western Road Garden Fund Statement 2019/20.     
 
2. Kew Terrace Association Income and Expenditure Account.    
 

As you can see, almost everyone paid their dues: thank you very much! 
 
Of the 4 unpaid, I know one payment is en route and am hopeful that I will recover another 
of them leaving only the two properties who have never contributed as unpaid.    
 
Several dues missed last year were also paid which brought last year’s rate of recovery up 
from 71 to 78. 
 
The decision at last year’s AGM to increase dues to £40 per unit from 1 October 2021 caused 
some confusion with a few people overpaying so I will pick that up when requesting this 
year’s dues.  If you have a standing order set up at £30 per unit, please remember to change 
it to £40 per unit.    A few have paid already at the old rate so again, I will pick that up with 
them.  
 
This year’s Covid 19 restrictions meant we had no garden party and no community clean ups 
with social gatherings to follow but we managed to keep the lane and end and front gardens 
in good order and do some ambitious work on the trees too thanks to Kenny Miller trading 
as Urban Gardener, Sam Macdonald and Griff Mann.  
 
We had more expense on skips than anticipated: lockdown meant everyone had been 
clearing out and the first two skips were full within minutes.  We ordered two more and 
managed to fill them also but the arrangement with Huntly Gardens was that we would pay 
for one each and so KTA met the cost of both extra skips.  I reckon it was worthwhile 
expenditure!  
 
George Browning chose and planted a lovely selection of plants and bulbs and during 
lockdown and the good weather we saw several passers-by stop and picnic  out front in the 
beautiful surroundings. 
 
We also bought a leaf blower which David Jeffrey has used in his never ending work to keep 
the Lane tidy.   
 
The domain name renewal and mapping service along with Tom Maver’s hard work mean 
we have a great Website available to all.    
 
I am happy to answer questions. 
 
M Morag Inglis,  Treasurer, Kew Terrace Association   
 


